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3.1

Introduction

The functioning of mind and brain is sometimescharacterizedin terms of symbol
manipulation and sometimes by some sort of neural network. Nevertheless,
no-one would propose that the brain consistsof separatesymbolic and neural
processors. The brain is clearly fundamentally neural yet its style of computation
often appearsto be symbolic. How can we produce symbolic interpretations of
neural networks' behaviourand when might such a level ofdescription become
appropriate? In this chapter I use an algorithm developed by Crutchfield and
Young to produce symbolic descriptions of the behaviour of a simple neuralnetwork model of the cerebral cortex. I explore some of the conditions under
which the computational power of the symbolic interpretation of the network's
behaviour is maximized, relating this computational power to the computational
der4andsof cognitive processes. Finally, I consider the implications that the
study of this toy problem has for symbolic approachesto artificial intelligence.
3.2

Symbolic systems

Symbolic models of cognition are based on collections of rules which determine
how a model responds as it encounters stimuli. The major assumption made is
that stimuli and the internal states of the model can be represented by tokens
which are arbitrary placeholders-they do not reflect any of the qualities of the
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Figure 3.1. The Towerof Hanoi Puzde. The aim is to move the pyramidof ds.-s :onepegto another,usingthe third pegasneeded,onediscat a time. The care.ll:: '-t
rulesis thatat no time may a largerdiscbe placedon top of a smallerdisc.
stimuli or statesthemselves.The great power of thesemodels is thar the ru.cs
which operateon thesesymbolscan be appliedgenerally,as we see*'hen solr-:::l
problemsthis way. To solve the Tower of Hanoi problem (see figure 3.I , E e
can use the symbolic algorithm shown below.
In generalto move a tower of height n from a source location rrc tc 3,
destinationlocation d.rt using the third location tmp on the way:
If tower has height I then move disc from src to dst, els€:
-

1 move tower height z - I from src ta tmp using dsr
2 move disc from src to dst
3 move tower height n - I from tmp ta dst using src

If it also defines what happensto the height of towers when we move 3
disc then the symbolic description above describeshow to solve the Tower of
Hanoi problem for any size of tower. Two key features lead to this power-firstthe way in which symbols act as arbitrary placeholders which can stand for an!'
specific instanceof towers and second,the extensibility of the algorithm itself
to towers of all sizes.
The aim of symbolic computationalapproachesto the study of cognition
has been to apply similar techniquesto the description of psychologicaland
everydaytasks(e.g., object recognitionor buying a hamburgerin Macdonald'sr.
This endeavourhas, however, been fraught with problems.
3.3

The problem of knowledge explosion in symbol systems

The statement'if x can fly and.r has wings then.r is a bird' seemsa reasonable
fust attempt at a symbolic rule for bird identification, however, it identifies
Boeing 707s as birds and fails to identify penguins, chickens, stuffed eagles,
newly hatched starlings and so on as birds. Extra rules could be added to deal
with all theseeventualities,however, as the categorizationsdemandedfrom the
systembecomemore complex then the number of rules required becomesquite
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unmanageable.Attempts to deal with this combinatorialexplosion of rules by
encoding default backgroundknowledge using further symbolic rules such as
scripts [269] and frames [196] are only partially successful-they tend to be
inflexible in their reliance.onprior knowledgesuppliedby the system'sbuilder.
3.4 Neural networks
tm
he

lf

Neural networks appear to offer an alternative approach which might avoid
combinatorial explosion when dealing with complex categorizations. Neural
networks consist of a large number of neuron-likeelementsconnectedtogether
by links through which the activity of one unit influences the activities of
those it is connected to. Entities are representedin neural networks as patterns
of activation in these unis. The strength of the connections between units
determines how the pattern of acti\rity in the network changes in responseto an
input stimulus. Depending on the arrangement of connections the effect of an
external input can either propagate through the network in a single pass, or, if
some of the connections feed back into the net, its effects can develop over time
(perhaps forever). In this way the pattern of activity produced in some of the
units by an externally applied stimulus, together, perhaps, with the initial state
of the network, evolve to produce a new pattern of activity which represents
the network's interpretation of the stimulus. Given an appropriate method of
adjusting the strengthsof the connections betweenunits a neural net can be made
to classify stimuli and produce useful outputs even if the stimulus is incomplete
or quite novel.
Many methods of adjusting connection strengths in neural networks have
been devised and have been used to solve real problems. This appearsto be a
very promising situation; however, more detailed consideration of the way in
which knowledge is represented in neural networks reveals potentially serious
problems.
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Representing rules and rclations in neural networks

There are two broad classesofneural networks,thosein which eachofthe units
in the net standsfor some quality (e.g., redness,having feathers)and those in
whicJr some input units stand for qualities of the stimulus and some output units
stand for qualities in the system's encodingof the stimulus (e.g., can fly, is a
connected figure etc), but most units are hidden and, although the relationship
between input and output depends on them, they have no explicit individual
meaning-their response to particular stimuli is determined by the algorithm
used to construct appropriate connections in the net. In both cases, however,
the representation of a stimulus in the network, unlike its representation in a
symbolic system, is not arbitrary-it is dependent, albeit indhectly, on some
qualities of the stimulus itself reflected in the coding of the stimulus in the
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input to the network. As representations are not arbitrary and are dismburcc
over the whole network it is not possible to distinguish betweena stareof tlr
network which representsthe presenceof two separateobjects and sJp rjB*:.
representsa single complex object. The consequences
of this are ver_vserio0s-thereis not only a problem representingmultiple objects,it also follows rhar r! :s
equally hard to representrules. First, we cannotrepresentrelationsbetweenrrc
specificobjectsso we cannotrepresentrules pertainingto thoseobjecs. Sccej.
we cannot representarbinary objecs with particular properties to which spccrr;
instancesof objects can temporarily be associatedso we cannot make usc of tr
power of arbinary placeholders that is used in symbolic algorithms. As ffi(
and $lyshyn [106] argue,models of thinking require systematicreprescnr*'cc
of knowledge at a very minimum-that is, knowledge representedin a manncr
which allows generalizablerelations to be represented.This does not appcr r.
be the case,formost neural networks.
3.6 Time and binding
One obvious method of allowing multiple representationto exist in a net, which
is the fust steptowardsencodingrelationsandrules, is to separaterepres€nrarrons
in time. This principle can be applied either sequentially, so that repre5slrari6n5
of items and relations follow one another, or in parallel so that representationsof
multiple itemsand relationsexist togetherin the network but aredistinguishedoo
the basis of the temporal characteristics of their encoding (for example in rerrs
of the relative phase or oscillation frequency of units involved in particula
representations).In general, rule representationhas been the explicit aim of
networksusingparallel temporalcoding schemes(e.g., [284] [285] t329j), whrlc
it emergesand may not even be recognized in networks which identifu structures
over time. These networks are, however, capable, in principle, of encoding
relationsbetweenitems as well.
3.7

Computational power and network dynami6s

Ternporal separationmay allow multiple objects to be representedin neural
networks, but what of the other property of symbolic algorithms which gives
them suchpower-their extensibility over many different instancesof problems?
One way of characterizing the range of problems which algorithms can deal with
is in termsof the complexity of the regularitiesthat occur in them-their formal
computationalstructure. Chomsky [66] defined a hierarchicalclassificationof
computational power in terms of the types of grammar (or their equivalent
automata)necessaryto generate(or parse)a given behaviour. The dependences
betweenthe statesproduced by a processcan be characterizedeither in terms
of a class of grammar or an equivalent formal machine:
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0: Unrestricted Tlting Machine FSA with infinite tape
l: Context-Sensitive Linear-Bounded Automaton FSA with finite
2: Context-Free Pushdown-Stack Automaton FSA with stack
3: Regular Finite-State Automaton

This is a strict hierarchy; no gr.rmmar in this hierarchy can accept (or
produce)behaviouronly describableby a higherJevel grammar. The qualitative
natureof this classificationallows us to characterizethe computationalproperties
of neuralnetworksobeyingdifferentprinciplesof operationregardlessof the size
or precise implementationof those networks.
It has been shown that purely feedforward networks with at least one hidden
layer of units are, in principle, capableof approximating any function in their
mapping of input onto output states[47]. This correspondsto the highestlevel
of the Chomsky hierarchy-unrestricted gnmmar. I would like, however, to
draw a distinction betweenthe computationperformed by a neuralnetwork as it
respondsto stimuli and the computationperformedby the combinedprocessesof
training the network and pre-processingthe stimuli combined with the network's
responseto those stimuli. Although a feedforward network may behaveas a
universalfunction approximator,the network's responseto stimuli is essentially
just a matter of rable look-up (which can be conceived of as a very simple
regular grammarin which a single transition is made from each startingstateto
a correspondingterminal state). There may, however, be regularitiesin the task
which are structured in time but which vary too quickly for such approximations
to succeed.If the time scale of regularitiesin the task to be learnedand of the
network's behaviour are siniilar but the time scale of adaptationis slow then a
table look-up approximationwill inevitably fail whereasequally slow adaptation
of behaviourwhich reflectsthe real computationalstructureof the task can still
succeed.
Having put computation in networks with no feedback, and hence no
dynamics,to one side, let us now considerthe behaviour of dynamic networks
in a computational framework. The behaviour of networks with dynamics is not
just dependenton the stimuli to which they are exposedat any instant,but alsoon
their prior state, If we wish to make inferencesabout the computationalpower of
networks it is important to establishhow far this dependenceofresponseson the
processing of prior stimuli extends back in time. There is a clear computational
distinction between systemsin which the ftansitions between statesdepends
on crrrent state and input-finite-state automata-and those in which state
transitions depend on cunent input and an arbitrarily long history of prior
states-pushdown-stack automata,linear-boundedautomata,Turing machines
etc (the distinctions between these latter types derive from constraints on the
construction of the state histories they can use). What implication does this
argumenthave for common approachesto information processingwith dynamic
neural networks?
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The most common method of processinginformation with dynamic rr:rei
networksis to encodetargetstatesas point attractorsin the network's d1'nam::s
From any given starting state, the state of the network will therefore erci.c
towardsthe attractorstate whose basin of attractionthe starting state happcr:
to be in. The rules used to determine where attractors are formed and '.x
addition of noise and other constraintsallow this general schemeto be usa:
in a wide variety of problems. The normal way of using thesenetworLs s ::
minimal computationalpower. The hansition from an arbitrary staning sr.rrc
to an encodedattractor state is, once again, simply a mapping. lf, horcrc.
we ask the question of how a subsequentstimulus might affect the net*cri
the situation becomesa little more interesting. If this new stimulus penurt*
the statesof some. but not all. of the neruonsin the network then tlre basr::
of attractioninto which the network consequentiallyfalls dependsborh on rhc
new stimulus and the network's prior state. The transitionsbetweenbasins ,-i
attraction(the informationally significant subdivisionsof the network's srarcs
dependon the history of the network. This dependenceis, however, onl;- dr
single-stepdependenceof a finite-statemachine, not the arbitrarily long unr
dependenceof more powerful stack- or tape-machines. This becomes clcar
when we consider the nature of attractors. The reason that attractors are useful
informationprocessingtools is that their use allows a systemto selectivelythror
away irrelevantinformation. All of the different statesof a system within orr
basin of attraction are reduced to a single attracting state. Once the network
has reached one of these attracting states no information remains which can
distinguishwhere in that slate's basin of attractionthe network had previousll
been. When a system makes a transition to a new attractor all information of
its prior states is therefore lost. The direct dependenceof the response of an
attractor network to a stimulus cannot therefore extend beyond it current state.
The same argument applies to networks which support multiple limit-cycle or
chaotic attractors-the point is that once the system has converged onto on€
of a set of attractors it cannot directly recover inforrnation about which other
membersof the set it has visited or when it did so.
Any system using atfactors to representthe informationally significant
subdivisionsof its statespacedoesnot appearcapableof supportilg computation
abovethe level of finite-stateautomata.Nevertheless,physicaldynamic systerns
which havegreatercomputationalpower clearly exist and somenaturalexamples
appearto have neural-networkprocessors! How can their dynamics be being
harnessedfor computationif not in terms of a sequenceof atfractorEansitions?
Much has been made in recent work on information processing in
complex dynamical systemsof the importanceof the edge of chaos1224,781.
Phenomenologically,the interesting thing about physical systemsundergoing
slow, second-orderor critical phasehansitions(which are at the edgeofchaos) is
that their behaviourdependson interactionsbetweentheir componentsextending
over arbitrary distancesof spaceand time [84,321]. This is very interesting
in terms of the computational consequencesof dynamics since it implies that
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under these conditions computation of greater power than finite-state automata
may occur.
3.E Experiments on network dynamics and computational power
It would clearly be interestingto examine the computationalpower of networks
with critical dynamics.Most artificial neural networks .re not constructedwith
these dynamics in mind. On the other hand, both the precedingargumentand
some evidence from electrophysiologicalrecordings 1112,336, 1601,suggest
that real brains may well support such dynamics. I have thereforestudiedthese
phenomenain network models which are closely based on the anatomy and
physiology of the cerebralcortex.
3.9

A simple, biologically plausible, neural-network model

Igroring the layered third dimension of cortical sfucture we can consider the
cortex as a two-dimensionalsheetof cells in which there is a spatiallydependent
organization of connectivity between neurons [46, 181]. In the model the
probability of a connectionexisting betweenneuronsis dependenton a Gaussian
of the distancebetweenthem. Figure 3.2 showsthe input connectionsto a small
percentage of neurons in a typical model network.
Although somevery sophisticatedmodels of single-neuronphysiology have
been produced [83] our aim here is to reproducesome of the representative
nonlinearities of neurons as simply as possible, since we need to simulate
networks comprised of many thousandsof cells. The model neuron used in
all the simulationsdescribedhere was thereforea spiking leaky integratorwhich
also exhibited absoluterefractoriness after firing, described formally as follows:
if

uj(r)>ur{

xif):a\

if

uj(t) S thj

x1Q):0

and uj(t+l*r)-DwilxiQ*.r)
and u;(r * 1) = Dwijxif) * d1u1(t)

where uj(t) representsthe membrane potential of neuron j at time r, th; is a
constantexcitation thresholdfor neuron j, xt(t) is the activity of neuron j at
time r, ap; is the strength of an action potential (which may be negative for
inhibitory units, althoughnone are used in the simulationsdescribedhere),d; is
the.parametergoverning the time decay ofthe potential variable for neuron j,
ruryis the strength of the synapseof neuron i on neuron j and r is the refractory
period (apart from the time step during which the neuron fires, the output x;(r)
is zero during the refractory period).
The suggestion that the maximum power of computation which could potentially be achievedby a system subject to noise occurs at its transition from
ordered to chaotic dynamics has been studied experimentally by a number of
authors. Approacheswhich involve producingsystemscapableof solving particular computational problems 12241in cellular automata are beset by difficulties
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Figure 32 $pical connectionpattemsin a two-dimensionalnetwork. Only 3% of
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in characterizing the dynamics of these discrete space and time systems [74]
and by determining whether it is those dynamics themselves, rather than their
effect on the algorithms used to searchthe systems' parameter space,which determines the capabilities of the systems found [98]. An alternative to studying
the solution of explicit computational problems is to characterize the implicit
computational complexity of systems, that is, to deterrrine the computational
power of the simplest machine which can describe the behaviour of the system
inespective of any interpretation of that behaviour 1771. T\e aim is not, therefore, to find a way of achieving a particular computation, but rather of finding
what class of computation the system would be capable of if a suitable interpretation could be found. Application of this method to very simple dynamical
systems shows a qualitative difference, between the implicit finite-state computation found in both ordered and chaotic regimes and the computational power
of the type of stack-machine required to describe the dynamics of the system at
the transition between ordered and chaotic regimes p8l.
Recent work on the phenomenonof self-organizing criticality suggeststha!
in systems similar to the networks described here, maintaining dynamics at the
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transition between order and chaos might not need particularly fine parameter
tuning [23, 21]. I have shown that the networks describedin this chaptercan
similarly be maintainedin such a regime over a wide range of parameters.This
should be unsurprising given the similarities between the network model and
other systemsexhibiting self-organizingcriticality 164,221.

3.10 Measuring the intrinsic computation in the network
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Recent work by Crutchfield and Young I'77,781 may make practical the
seeminglyintractable task of objectively measuringthe implicit computational
power of a complex dynamical system like the neural network.
We usually expect computation to involve discrete symbols and rules,
whereasdynamical systemsare much more general, covering systemswith both
continuousand discretespaceand time evolution. The symbolic dynamicsof a
systemwith continuousspaceor time variablescan be investigatedby discretely
sampling or averaging those variables to produce a version of the system with
completelydiscretedynamics. This is the initial stageof Crutchfieldand Young's
algorithm. Once we have produced a discretepicture of a system's dynamics
we then need to abstracta set of rules which describethose discretedynamics.
Rule abstraction can be based upon two separate views of the fundamental
processesgoverning a system's dynamics: deterministic or probabilistic. Rule
abstractionfrom discretesequencesis, perhaps,most usually encounteredin the
conceptsof algorithmic complexity [62]; herethe aim is to find the most concise
description of a discrete sequenceof symbols-the rate of growth of the size
of this description with the length of string to be describedis an index of the
complexity of the string. The most concisedescriptionswill often be in termsof
setsof mappingsbetweensymbol sequencesin the string and new setsof metasymbolsand of rules governingthe allowabletransitionsbetweenmeta-symbols.
These rules are deterministic; the outcome of this is that a symbol sequence
generated from a chaotic data stream will always have maximal complexity
(becauseno prior sequenceof symbols is guaranteedto predict the next symbol
deterministically,so the only effectivedescriptionof the string is the string iself.l
even though we know the sequencewas producedby a mathematicallysimple
processand we know that only a limited set of statescan ever be encountered.
The induction of purely deterministicrules often fails to captwe a useful picture
of a dynamical systemin symbolic computationalterms. Probabilisticsymbolic
descriptionsof dynamicscan, however,captureimportant featuresofdynamical
systems symbolically without being obscured by every detail, detecting, for
example, the two distinct orbits in Rdssler's bands (see figure 3.3) and the
relative probabilitiesof orbiting within and switching betweenthem. Crutchfield
and Young's algorithm producesprobabilisticdescriptionsofthis type, although,
if presentedwith data which is describedby a simple deterministicprocessthen
an appropriatedeterministicreconstructionwill be produced.
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Figure33. Rdssler'sbands.

3.11 The Crutchfield and Young algorithm
The aim of the algorithm is to produce the minimum complexity symbolic
description of a dynamical system relative to a random register Turing machine.
The ouput of the system is the forrral machine equivalent (referred to by
Crutchfield and Young as an e-machine) of a stochastic grarnmar. Essentially the
algorithm depends on finding the set of time invariances in a system's dynamics
which have the simplest (minimum entropy) set of transitions between them.
The algorithm produces an e-machine from a system's dynamics according to
the following procedure:
Producea quantized time series from the system's dynamics by dividing
its state space into regions and sampling its position in state space in terms of
theseregions at fixed time intervals.

I o : D p , !t(slu)
s€A

lr@'lu;s) logp(u'lu;s)

tev

where V is the set of vertices in which u + u' is a particular fansition whose
edgeis labelleds, p(u'lu; s) is the probability ofthat transitionand p(slu) is the
probability that s is emitted on leaving u. This is simply the weighted conditional
entropy of the graph. It sums the enftopies of all individual transitions between
nodes (p(u'lu; s)) log(p(u'lu; s)) weighted by the probability of encountering
the output node (p(u)) times the probability that the symbol labelling an edge
from that node will occur at that node (p(slu)).

Symbolic reconstructions of cyclic and chaotic dynantics
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3.12 Symbolic reconstnrctions of cyclic and chaotic dynami6s
As the machine reconstructed by this algorithm is stochastic the algorithm can
produceconcisesymbolic descriptionsof both chaotic and limircycle systems.
Figure 3.5 shows some e-machine reconstructionsfrom limit cycles produced
by an iterated logistic rnap (&+r : r&(l - Xr)) (see figure 3.4). Figure
3.6 shows <-machinereconstructionsfrom chaotic regionswith single, multiple
and merging chaotic bands. ln these cases the e-machine reflects the different
probability densities of value ranges of X in the map and the transitions between
those regions.
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Figure 3.4. Diagrarn showing the long-time behaviour of the iterarcd logistic map
rXt(l - X).
X*r:

,G4,
Figune35. e-machinereconstructions
of period 1,2 and4 limit cyclesfrom the iterated
logisticmapXr+r = rX, (1 - &) with r : 2.5,3.4 and3.5 respectively.
Note that all of these machines are finite-they correspond to regular
e-machines
languages-the lowest level of the Chomsky hierarchy.
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Figure 3.6. e-machinereconstructions
of single-bandchaos,typical multiple-band
chaosandtle mergerfrom doubleto singlechaoticbandsin the iteratedlogisticmag
X+r : rX,(\ - X') with r : 4.0, 3.7 and3.67859 respectively.
corresponding'to higherJevel grammars can, however, be produced by the
Crutchfieldand Young algorithm. If a system'sdynamics is optimally described
by a higherJevel grammar the algorithm produces truncations of an infinite
machine corresponding to that grammar. Regularities in the structure of this
machine may allow us to infer the data shuctures (stacks or tapes) which would
allow the machine to be representedin finite terms and the grammar to which
the machine corresponds. We can distinguish truncations of infinite machines
from finite machines by examining the machines produced from a single dara
set using successively larger hee depths in the reconstruction algorithm. If the
optimal e-machine is finite then this machine will eventually be produced using a
particular tree-depth and when reconstructions are performed using deeper trees
the samemachine will be produced. On the other hand, if the optimal e -machine
is infinite then successively larger and larger truncations of the infinite machine
will be produced as deeper tees are used in the reconstruction. An example of
this can be seen in reconstructions of the e-machine produced from the logistic
map at the transition between periodic and chaotic behaviour shown in figure 3.7.
In order to make regularities in the growth of this machine apparentthe digraph
is decoratedby collapsing togetherall detemrinistictransitionsbetweennodes.
These examples show that in order to identifu whether a system such as a
neural network is performing intrinsic computation in the context-free grammar
class or above then our criterion must be that the minimal indetenninacy machine
size does not reach a limit as reconstructiondepth is increased.
3.13 Applying Crutchfield and Young to the neural network
It may appear impractical to apply the Crutchfield and Young algorithm to a
network consistingof thousandsof neurons(although it is in principle possible)
when it can take considerable computational resourcesto reconstruct e-machines
from one-dimensional maps in some parameter ranges. If, however, there is
some systematic collective behaviour occurring in the network then this should

Applying Crutchfield and Youngto the neural network
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Figure 3.7. e-machinercconstructionsof the transitionto chaosin the iteratedlogistic
maPXr+r : rX'(l - &) with r :3.570, at reconstruction
depthsof 5, 9 and 1?.

be reflected in the behaviour of single neurons if sampled over a sufficiently
long time. I now present results of machine reconstructions from time series of
membrane potentials of a single unit from a network showing critical dynamics
sampled over 100000 time steps. As a control the same neuron was sampled
under identical driving conditions but disconnectedfrom all other units. First of
all I present some data which give a general impression of the behaviour of the
network and of a single newon in isolation.
An inter-spike-interval histogram (as shown in figure 3.8) gives a good
conception of an individual unit's behaviour when embedded in the nefwork.
This shows the frequencies ofintervals between successivefirings ofthe neuron
taken from a time series recording of its behaviour.
The same neuron when isolated produces a constant inter-spike interval
of 18 as would be expected from is simple evolution equation and constant
driving current. It is also obvious that the effect of being embedded in an
excitatory network can only reduce a units inter-spike interval. The aim of our
computational analysis is to discover what kind of regularities thdre are in this
effect.
Initially I will apply the e-machine reconstruction algorithm to the isolated
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Figure 3.8. Inter-spikeintervalhistogramcollectedfrom an individualunit in a network
over approximately
5000Otime steps.

neuron. The relative simplicity of is behaviour allows the meaning of the
machine reconstructionsto be understood easily. At the maximum possible
sampling rate we can use for reconstruction (single simulation time-steps) we
can choose a potential value at which to code zeros and ones in the initial
reconstruction string which discriminates perfectly between the refractory and
active phasesof the neuron. This discretization value falls at a potential between
0 and 0.4 for the current simulation. The machine reconstructedat this sampling
rate and using this discretizationvalue is shown in figure 3.9.
This machine was reconstructed to a sub-fee depth of 19 in order to capture
the full l8-step periodicity ofthe unit's behaviour. The indeterminacyiG is zero.
The first two layers of reconstruction establish the initial point in the time-series
at which a tree is encountered. Beyond that the paths by which four refractory
steps are always followed by 14 active ones can clearly be uaced around the
machine reconsEuction.
Although this reconstuction is easy to relate to the neuron's membranepotential time-series,we can produce simpler reconstructions. If, instead of
discretizingin order to discriminaterefractory and active phasesof the neuron's
behaviour,we discretizeso that half of the labels in our initial string are zeros
and half are onesby choosing a value near to half of the neuron's firing threshold
(in this caseabout2.5) then much shallower reconstructionscan capturethe full
dynamics of the neuron as shown in figure 3.10.
Instead of needing to reconsfuct to a sub.tree depth of 19 an invariant
zero-indeterminacy machine is produced at depths of l0 and above. '
In addition to changing the discretization value we can also change our
sampling rate in order to further simplify the reconstructed machine. The
machineshown in figure 3.1I was producedusing a samplingrate four times as
fast as that used in the previous examples.
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Figure 3.9' Machine reconstructed from the membrane potential time-series of an isolated
model neuron. The sampling rate and potential discretization were chosen to highlight
the refractory and active phases of the neuron's behaviour. A sub-tree depth of 19 was
used in the reconstruction.
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Figure 3.10. Machine rcconstructed from the membrane potential time-series of an
isolated model neuron. The sampling rate and potential discretization were chosen to
minimize the reconstruction depth required to describe the neuron's behaviour. A sub-tree
depth of l0 was used in the reconstruction.
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F'igurc 3.11. Machine rcconstructedfrom the membranepotential time-seriesof an
isolated model neuron. Potentialdiscretizationis as before; howeverdata are only
sampledeveryfourth time-step.A sub.treedepthof 8 was usedin the reconstruction.

This appearsto be the most concise symbolic description of the neuron's
behaviour. Higher sampling rates fail to discriminate the refractory period of
the neuron (which also represents the strongest non-linearity in its otherwise
almost linear behaviour) and hence tend to produce non-zero indeterminacy
reconstructions.
We now turn to reconstruction of the behaviour of the same neuron when it
is embeddedin the network A reconstruction using exactly the sameparameters
as used in figure 3.10 is shown in figure 3.12.
The difference between figures 3.11 and 3.12 is sriking. The machine
reconsftucted from the isolated neuron is clearly finite whereas the neuron
embedded in the network produces a machine which appears to grow as
reconstuction depth increases, which gives no sign of imminent closure and
yet which still has zero indeterminacy. Note, however, that reconstruction was
only possible to a sub-treedepth of 6 as the number of possible paths through the
data becomes extremely large for the embedded neuron and computing deeper
reconstructions becomesvery time and space intensive.
It is also possible to produce machine reconstruction by producing srings
labelled I whenever an action potential hasjust occurred and 0 otherwise. This
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initial step does not follow Crutchfield and Young's algorithm; the rest of the
reconstruction is, however, standard. This method produces far fewer initial
qnbedded neuton's
partrs through the data, so a depth l0 reconstruction of the
at
a sampling rate of
since,
Lehaviour was possible. This is particularly useful
of 18 timeperiodicity
maximum
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four time-steps,
steps would 6e expected at a depth of no more than 8. The depth l0 machine
producedis shown in figure 3'13.
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Figure 3.13. Machine reconstructedfrom an action-potentialtime-seriesof a model
neuronembeddedin a network. A sub-treedepthof l0 was usedin the reconstruction,
This reconstruction also appears to be a truncation of an infinito machine;
moreover, it shows the lengthening sequencesof deterministic transitions which
are typical signs of data structures such as stacks or tapes. Its indeterminacy
was zero. These findhgs strongly suggest that the behaviour of this single
neuron, when embeddedin a network, is optimally described by, and is capable
of implementing, computation at the level of context-free grammars or above.
Before accepting this conclusion, however, alternative explanations for this
complex behaviour must be investigated, Would the sirtple presenceof multiple
inter-spike interval periodicities in the data sEeamproduce such behaviour? This
alternative explanation can easily be tested using surrogate data.
Figure 3.14 shows the invariant machine reconstruction from surrogale data
in which three periodicities, 4, 5 and 6, were mixed with different probabilities.
Each choice of period was independent of previous ones. It can clearly be seen
that the reconstructed machine is finite. In fact, it does not differ in form from
a period 6 reconstruction; the only influence of the shorter periodicities is to
change the transition probabilities in the graph.
It might still be argued that the sEong non-linearity of refractoriness
combined with multiple independent periodicities might produce complex
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nrachines such as that reconstruc8edfrom the neuron embeddedin the network.
Figure 3.15, a machine reconstructedfiom sunogate data with three independent
periodicities of 4, 5 and 6 each followed by a fixed two-step refractory period,
shows that this is not the case.
The conclusions we can reach from thesee-machine reconstructions are that
the collective effect of the network on an individual neuron's dynamics is to raise
its intrinsic computation to the level of context-free grmrmars or above. This
effect is due to the production of multiple periodicities; moreover, the length of
each inter-spikeinterval must dependon the previous behaviourof the neuron.
This dependencecontinuesto outweigh a simple random prediction of all of the
neuron'ssubsequentbehaviourin minimizing graph indeterminacyeven at large
reco.nstructiondepths. Such long-rangeinfluencesare typical of systemswith
critical dynamics lending credence to the hypothesis that neural networks in a
critical regime might perform computation beyond regular grarnmars.
3.14 Discussion
We set out to discover what kind of system might share the useful features of
both symbolic and artificial neural-network approachesto artificial intelligence.
Going beyond the problem of variable binding in neural nets I have mgued that
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Figure 3.15. Machinereconstnrcted
from surrogatedatain which periodicitiesof 4, 5
and6 follow oneanotherrandomlywith differentoccunenceprobabilitiesof 0.3, 0.4 and
0.3 respectively.
Eachperiodis followedby a fixedtwo-steprefractoryperiod.

the usual limitations of artificial neural networks to finite-state computational
power must also be transcended. The simulations describedhave, however,
shown that a neural-network model sharing many features with the cerebral
cortex exhibits time-dependencesin its behaviour which elevates is intrinsic
computational power above that of finite-state automata. The key feature of this
network which allows such complex behaviour is the spontaneousmaintenance
of its dynamics at the transition between order and chaos. This produces
behaviour which is structured in time; more imporlantly this structure appearsto
keep growing over time rather than reaching a finite limit where it is swamped
by noise. Although no attempts have been made to understandhow to adapt this
network to exploit this structurein performing specificcomputationswe can still
suggest a possibility and draw some inferences about the style of computation
such a system would support.
One way of viewing a critical dynamics is to envision a landscapeof
atfractors which becomes flatter and flatter as criticality is approached, In
a near-critical system, which our network must be, these attractors can still
influence the transient path which the network follows through its state space
although they do not capture it. This is only possible if there is nearly
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balanced competition between the dynamic processesforming these attractors
and other processeswhich destabilize them. A network in which the probability
of connections between neurons depends on their spatial separation must in
some sense have some symmetry in its connectivity since the probability of
connection between one neuron and another is the same as that between them
in the opposite direction. This approximation to symmetry breaks down for
individual pairs of neurons which make very few connections with one another
but, by the law of large numbers, it holds if we consider the averageconnectivity
betweenlarge spatially localized groups of neurons. The approximation is one of
connectivity,not weight; however,this doesallow a suitablelearningprocessto
adapt the averageweight between groups of neruons to be symmetric. The key
point here is that symmetric connection strengths in networks form the basis
of point atfiactor dynamics [343] and moreover the type of adaptive process
which produces such connections can be based on biologically plausible activity
correlational detecting mechanisms(albeit at a volume rather than individual cell
level). Hence competition can exist between large-grain-size attractor dynamics
and unstable local dynamics. This hypothetical mechanism for the dynamics of
the network described in this chapter is clearly testable and leads to interesting
possibilities for learning mechanismsand implications about the extent to which
syntax and semantics are separablein such a system.
tf4,5
|.4 and
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